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Abstract—Person re-identification (re-ID) is a challenging
task in the camera surveillance field, since it addresses the
problem of re-identifying people across multiple non-overlapping
cameras. Most of existing approaches have been concentrated
on: 1) achieving a robust and effective feature representation;
and 2) enforcing discriminative metric learning to predict if
two images represent the same identity. In this context, we
present a new approach for person re-ID built upon multi-level
descriptors. This is achieved by combining three complementary
representations: salient-Gaussian Fisher Vector (SGFV) encoding
method, salient-Gaussian BossaNova (SGBN) histogram encoding
method and deep Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) features.
The two first methods adapt the histogram encoding framework
to the person re-ID task. This is achieved by integrating the
pedestrian saliency map and the spatial location information, in
the histogram encoding process. On one hand, human saliency
is reliable and distinctive in the person re-ID task, since it can
model the uniqueness of the identity. On the other hand, localizing
a person in the image can effectively discard noisy background
information. Finally, one of the most advanced metric learning
in person re-ID: the Cross-view Quadratic Discriminant Analysis
(XQDA) is applied on the top of the resulting description. The
proposed method yields promising person re-ID results on two
challenging image-based person re-ID benchmarks: CUHK03 and
Market-1501.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The person re-identification (re-ID) [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]
goal is to retrieve gallery images containing the same person
as the probe (query) in a video surveillance [10, 11] cross-
camera mode. In general, images containing human subjects
who are pre-captured by a detector or a tracker, form the input
of a person re-ID system. Though biometrics are effective
to identify a person and specially the face, these are not
always available in the person re-ID filed. This is mainly
due to the low resolution and pose variation problems faced
in this domain. Therefore, in such situations, the solution
was to focus on the body appearance features, especially the
colour ones, supposing that each identity keeps the same
clothes while switching from a camera to another. Indeed,
actual person re-ID works are divided according to two main
categories: shallow and deep methods. Shallow methods are

specifically based on the appearance hand-crafted features
[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 12, 13, 14, 15]. In this context, two types of
features are distinguished: low-level as well as mid-level ones.
Low-level features may be global or local. Global features
such as the Local Maximal Occurrence (LOMO) [16] measure
the holistic appearance characteristics from the whole person’s
image. Local feature based approaches [2, 5, 6, 17, 18] are
those in which characteristics are extracted from small regions
of interest. These are proven to be effective in the person re-
ID task. However many of them [2, 17, 18] rely on brute-
force feature matching technique, which can badly influence
the retrieval efficiency. In eSDC [17] and SalMatch [18], the
salience information has been investigated for person re-ID,
leading to an improved discriminative representation. Indeed,
the saliency-based methods take into account the contextual
information present in the feature space to derive the saliency
information. More specifically, salience means distinct features
that are discriminative and unique in the feature space. The
pedestrian retrieval integrates then the saliency weights into
the brute-force sequential matching between the patches of
the query and the gallery images. Despite the good recogni-
tion rate, the expensive computational cost of the brute-force
matching limits the potential application of these saliency-
based methods in large-scale person re-ID datasets. Hence,
the proposed work is motivated by studying the ability of
incorporating the saliency information into the histogram en-
coding technique to replace efficiently the brute-force matching
scheme. Regarding the mid-level features, they are extracted
in the person re-ID field, by applying a histogram encoding
method such as Bag of visual Words (BOW) [3] and Fisher
Vector (FV) [4, 19, 20, 21, 22] on the local features. This leads
to the quantification of the local features into a set of visual
words that form a codebook. Then, in the pooling step, the
visual words are aggregated to generate the final histogram
representation. Indeed, our work is specially motivated by
studying the effectiveness of the histogram encoding meth-
ods [23] in the person re-ID task, since they can simplify
the matching process between persons, with respect to the
brute force matching methods. Bag Of Statistical Sampling
Analysis BossaNova (BN) [24, 25] is a pooling method that
demonstrated its effectiveness in the image classification field
[11, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34]. It consists in dis-
cretizing the patches to clusters’ assignments into several Bins.
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For each Bin in a given cluster, the discretized assignments
are sum-pooled over the patches. This considerably improves
the pooling operation, since this latter is performed by taking
into account the local distributions of the features around each
cluster.

Regarding the second category of methods i.e the deep
CNN learning methods, it was stated in [35], that the ID-
discriminative Embedding (IDE) feature performs better than
the previously used verification models [36, 37, 38]. Therefore,
the IDE feature is adopted in this paper. IDE feature is obtained
by learning a discriminative embedding in a classification
mode. The learned model is obtained by categorizing the
training features into pre-defined identity classes. The IDE
feature generated by the last convolutional layer is used for
pedestrian matching.

To enhance the discrimination of the features, supervised
metric learning, such as Keep It Simple and Straightforward
Metric Learning (KISSME) [39], locally adaptive decision
functions (LADF) [40], the Null space (NS) metric learning
[41], and the Cross-view Quadratic Discriminant Analysis
(XQDA) [16] are often applied upon the generated features
in order to learn an optimal distance allowing to increase the
intra-similarity and decrease the inter-similarity. Among them,
XQDA achieves good re-ID results [35]. This is mainly due
to the fact that XQDA has the ability to simultaneously learn
a discriminative subspace as well as a distance in the low
dimensional subspace.

In this paper, we propose to encode colour descriptors
throughout a rich histogram representation well adapted to
the person re-ID field. In this sense, two extensions of the
traditional FV and BN encoding methods are introduced (see
Fig. 1), namely, the Salient-Gaussian FV (SGFV) and the
Salient-Gaussian BN (SGBN). This consists in weighting the
histogram encoding process via the Gaussian and the saliency
weights. The injected weights take into consideration two
important aspects in person re-ID: the elimination of the back-
ground noise around the pedestrian via the Gaussian weight
[42], and the emphasize on the salient regions in the image.
The Gaussian weighting is related to the pedestrian spatial
location in the image. Indeed, it fosters the locations that
lie nearby the pedestrian in the image. The saliency weight-
ing is inspired from the patch-to-patch brute-force matching
method of [17] and adapted to our work in the case of
the histogram encoding scheme. It enhances the encoding
process by highlighting meaningful parts of the images and
eliminating needless ones. Specifically, SGFV and SGBN are
applied on three low-level local colour features (Colour Name
(CN), Colour Histogram (CHS) and 15-d descriptor). The
resulted histograms are further combined with the deep CNN
feature to provide a rich multi-level representation. Thus, we
obtain seven histograms (see Fig. 1). Finally, the pedestrian
are matched by combining the XQDA distances learned upon
these seven histograms. It is worth mentioning that all images
are pre-treated with Retinex transform [16], to reduce the
illumination variation before the application of the encoding
methods. Besides, SGFV and SGBN are applied upon a spatial
stripe representational scheme in order to consider the spatial
alignment information between pedestrian parts. Indeed, this
work makes several contributions:

– We propose new Salient-Gaussian weighted histogram

encoding methods (SGFV and SGBN), well adapted
to the person re-ID task, since they take into account
the location of the pedestrian in the image as well
as its uniqueness. Gaussian and saliency weights re-
spectively remove background clutters surrounding the
person silhouette and, emphasize the most distinctive
regions in the person images in order to highlight the
uniqueness of each pedestrian. Also, to the best of our
knowledge, we are the first that apply the BN encoding
framework in the context of person re-ID.

– We propose to combine the two mid-level represen-
tations SGFV and SGBN, and the high-level IDE
representation captured by the deep CNN, taking profit
from their complementarity. Indeed, the SGFV and
SGBN representations are complementary. This com-
plementarity is actually due to two facts: 1) On one
hand, FV may lack locality during pooling, whereas
BN does not since it handles the local distribution of
the descriptors around each cluster. 2) On the other
hand, FV is more accurate during the coding step
than BN, since it provides higher high order statics
about the difference between the low-level descriptors
and the GMM components. Besides, the mid-level
representation is complementary with the semantic
one depicted by the IDE CNN feature. This rich multi-
level representation is fed into one of the advanced
metric learnings: XQDA [16], which considerably
enhances the re-ID accuracy.

The paper is structured as follows:

After introducing the context of our work in Section I,
and presenting the related state-of-art methods in Section II,
the proposed approach is described in Section III. In this
context, the Retinex method is first introduced (Subsection
III-A), to deal with the illumination variation. Then, the low-
level features (Subsection III-B) used in this work are further
presented. Afterwards, we describe the proposed weighted
histogram encoding scheme (Subsection III-C). We further
explain how we computed the proposed histograms based
on the pedestrian image partition (Subsection III-D1). The
deep CNN features adapted in this paper are next presented
(Subsection III-D2). After that, the combination of the two
proposed complementary weighted histogram encoding meth-
ods between two pedestrian images via the XQDA distances is
explained in details (Subsection III-E), and present the Multi
Query process devoted in this work (Subsection III-F). Finally,
the originality of the proposed method is justified in the Section
IV via the promising experimental results obtained on two
challenging benchmarking datasets.

II. RELATED WORKS

A. Histogram Encoding Methods

The Bag of visual Words (BOW) model [9, 43] has been
used for person re-ID in several state-of-art works [3, 44].
In [44], authors built groups of descriptors by integrating
the visual words into concentric spatial structures and by
enriching the BOW description of a person by the contextual
information coming from people that surround it. Moreover,
in [3], L. Zheng et al. have designed an unsupervised BOW
representation. In order to include geometric constraints, they
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Fig. 1. Overview of the proposed method pipeline. (a) Image pre-processing
through Retinex Transform to deal with the illumination variation problem.
(b) Low-level feature extraction: CN, CHS and 15-d descriptors. (c) Fisher
Vector (FV) Encoding. (d) BossaNova (BN) Encoding. (e) Computation of
the Gaussian and the saliency weights. (f) Salient-Gaussien weighted FV
(SGFV) and Salient-Gaussian weighted BN (SGBN) are calculated separately
on each given descriptor (CN, CHS and 15-d), at each stripe. (g) The
generated histograms are concatenated over the stripes producing the final
SGFV and SGBN representations (one histogram per low-level feature). (h)
IDE features. (i) Computation of the XQDA distances separately on each
generated histogram and on the IDE deep CNN feature. (j) Dissimilarity
computation: combination of the XQDA distances learned from the seven
histograms.

incorporated the Spatial Pyramid Representation (SPR) [16,
45] into the BOW model. They used the colour Names (CN)
and HS Histogram (HS) descriptors and employed Multiple
Assignment (MA) for each descriptor. They also applied a
Gaussian mask in order to remove the noisy background of
the person image. Locality-constrained linear coding (LLC)
[46] is a sparse encoding method [47, 48, 49] that provides a
soft quantified histogram. It considers the locality information
in the feature encoding process by taking into account only
the k-nearest basis vectors from each local feature. Indeed,
Z. Yang et al. have proposed a colour histogram based on
LLC feature representation for person re-ID. They integrated
LLC and colour histogram and employed SPR to reflect
global geometric constraints. They also tested the performance
of their method while comparing the performances of five
different features with five different metric learning methods.
Fisher Vector (FV) [4, 20, 50, 51] is another encoding method
representation that learns a Gaussian Mixture model (GMM)
model on the local descriptors in order to compute the visual
words. It was applied in several person re-ID methods. B. Ma
et al. [4] were the first to introduce the FV scheme in person
re-ID task. In fact, they employed a spatial representation
that divides the pedestrian image into 4 × 3 fixed regions
and used a new very simple 7-d local descriptor. These local
descriptors are turned into FVs and these latter are employed
to measure the similarity between two persons using the
Euclidean distance between their representations. In [51], the
authors introduced a boosting method that learns a scoring
function taking into account the likelihood between the local
Fisher vectors of the same identity.

In the context of image classification, BN [52, 53] extends

the BOW method by applying a richer pooling operation. It
enhances considerably the traditional sum pooling operated
in BOW. While BOW compacts all information related to a
visual word into a single scalar, BN operates a more significant
statistical analysis that estimates the distribution of the features
around each visual word. Compared to these methods, this
work presents a histogram encoding method better suited to
the person re-ID filed. In this regard, the proposed saliency and
Gaussian weighting allows to improve the encoding process by
focusing on the discriminative parts of the pedestrian. In our
earlier works [5, 6], we proposed an unsupervised version of
the weighted FV encoding for the image-based person re-ID
task. [5] proposed a Gaussian weighted encoding FV version
with Retinex transform and the combination of CN, CHS and
15-d low-level features, while [6] introduced a salient weighted
FV version with CN and CHS features. With respect to our
earlier works [5, 6], a supervised combined Salient-Gaussian
weighted histogram encoding based both on FV and BN is
presented in this paper.

B. Deep CNN Learning

CNN-based deep learning models have been popular and
shown great success in many fields [54, 55, 56]. Nevertheless,
the study of the CNN model has started only recently in the
person re-ID task [7, 35, 50, 55, 57, 58, 59] and that is due
to the small scale of the existent re-ID datasets. Verification
models treat person re-ID as a two-class recognition task, by
taking a pair of images as input and determining whether they
belong to the same person or not. Indeed, image pairs [36,
37] or triplets [60] are passed as input to CNN, rather than
single training images. In this way, the training set is enlarged
and the shortage of the training images is avoided. Yet, the
most recent large scale datasets (e.g., Market-1501 [3]) provide
richer training samples per class. In this sense, it was shown
in [56] that the classification model performs better than a
verification one in large scale datasets, since it can exploit more
adequately the correlation between the pedestrians. Therefore,
we chose to train a classification CNN model in this paper. In
[35, 61], the IDE feature is also extracted in a classification
mode.

In [62, 63], low-level hand-crafted features are combined
with high-level CNN features. Afterwards, metric learning is
applied on the obtained combination. In [62], the CNN model
is first learned by adding a fusion layer that combines CNN
features with the hand-crafted low-level ELF [64] features.
Afterwards, the high-level resulting feature is concatenated
with LOMO, and subsequently presented to the KMFA [65]
metric learning, which considerably boosts the re-ID accuracy.
The good re-ID results obtained by the concatenation between
low-level hand-crafted features and CNN ones provide support
on their complementary nature. However, mid-level features
generated by histogram encoding methods provide richer in-
formation than low-level hand-crafted features. In this sense,
in this work, the discriminative power of the mid-level features
is exploited to further boost the complementary aspect of both
hand-crafted and CNN features. While for the Discriminative
Null Space based Deep Learning Approach Deep Learning
approach [7], authors adapted NFST metric learning approach
to their method and combined low-level, mid-level and high-
level features, all learned by SCNN in a new discriminative
null space.
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III. PROPOSED METHOD

A. Dealing with Illumination Variations

In this paper, the Multi-scale Retinex transform with colour
Restoration (MSRCR) [66] is used in order to handle the
illumination variations. Single Scale Retinex algorithm (SSR)
is the basic Retinex algorithm which uses a single scale. The
original image is processed in the logarithmic space in order
to highlight the relative details. Besides, a 2D convolution
operation with Gaussian surround function is applied to smooth
the image. Afterwards, the smooth part is subtracted from
the image to obtain the final enhanced image. SSR can
either provide dynamic range compression (small scale), or
tonal rendition (large scale), but not both simultaneously. The
MSRCR algorithm bridges the gap between colour images and
the human observation by combining effectively the dynamic
range compression of the small-scale Retinex and the tonal
rendition of the large scale with a colour restoration function.
In the experiments, two scales of the Gaussian surround
function are used (σ = 5 and σ = 20).

B. Low-Level Feature Extraction

In this work, the pedestrian image is sampled with dense
patches, using a size of 4 × 4, and a stride of 4 pixels,
respectively. For each patch three kinds of colour low-level
descriptors are extracted (CN, CHS and 15-d). These latter
ones are chosen underlying their good compromise between
efficiency and re-ID accuracy [3, 4]. Indeed, their small dimen-
sionality as compared to other state of the art descriptors such
as the global LOMO descriptor [16] and the local dColourSift
one [17] makes them suitable to the efficiency factor required
by person re-ID task.

1) Colour names (CN): The authors in [13] demonstrate
that colour description based on colour names has a good
robustness against photometric variance. In this paper, as
is done in [13], we use the 11 basic colour terms of the
English language: black, blue, brown, grey, green, orange,
pink, purple, red, white, and yellow. First, the CN feature
vector of each pixel is calculated by performing a mapping
from the HSV pixel value to a 11 dimensional colour names
vector. Afterwards, a sum pooling is applied on the CN
pixel features related to each patch. Finally, the resulting
histogram undergoes a square rooting operation followed b
l1 normalization. The size of the generated CN descriptor is
then equal to 11.

2) 15-d Descriptor: Inspired by [4], a simple 15-d descrip-
tor is designed. First, the pedestrian image is split into 3 colour
channels (HSV). For each channel C, each pixel is converted
into a 5-d local feature, which contains the pixel intensity,
the first-order and second-order derivative of this pixel. The
description is on the following equation:

f(x, y, C) = (C(x, y), Cx(x, y), Cy(x, y), Cxx(x, y), Cyy(x, y))
(1)

where, C(x, y) is the raw pixel intensity at position (x, y),
Cx and Cy are the first-order derivatives with respect to
pixel coordinates x and y, and Cxx, Cyy are the second-
order derivatives. Then, a sum-pooling operation is applied for
each colour channel, over the 15-d descriptors of the pixels
located within each patch. Each of the three obtained patch

descriptors undergoes a square root operation followed by l1
normalization. Afterwards, the three normalized descriptors are
horizontally concatenated into one single signature.

3) Colour Histograms (CHS): For each patch, a 16-bin
colour histogram is computed in each HSV colour space
channel. For each colour channel, the patch colour histogram
is square-rooted and subsequently l1 normalized. The three
obtained histograms are then concatenated, generating a colour
descriptor of size 16 × 3.

C. Proposed Salient-Gaussian Histogram Encoding Methods

1) Saliency extraction: In [17] the authors proposed a
saliency model that we adopt in this work due to its capability
to boost the discriminative power of the person re-ID. The
assumption behind the saliency computation is that a patch
derived from an input image is ascribed to a high saliency
if a great number of people in the training set do not share
similar patches with it. Salient patches are therefore defined as
those that possess property of uniqueness among a reference
set taken from the learning set. Consider pw,h the patch whose
spatial centre is located at the w-th row and h-th column in
the image, I = {ph,w, h = 1 . . . H,w = 1 . . .W} of width W
and height H , the input image to the saliency extractor, and R
the reference set that corresponds to the Nr training images.
For the saliency extractor input image, a nearest neighbour set
of size Nr is built for every patch ph,w. This is carried out
by searching for the most similar patch to ph,w in every v-th
reference image in the training set. When seeking a patch ph,w
in the v-th training image IR,v , the search space is restricted
to the adjacency set S(ph,w, I

R,v) (see (2)). This latter one
corresponds to the horizontal region centred on the h-th row.
This is established in order to avoid misalignment (which
manifestly occurs on the horizontal direction) and relax the
search space.

S(ph,w, I
R,v) =

{
pR,v
i,j , i ∈ ∆ (h) , j = 1 . . .W

}
(2)

where ∆(h) = {max(0, h− l), . . . , h, . . . ,min(h+ l,H)} .
The parameter l defines the width of the adjacency set. Thus,
we compute for each input patch ph,w, the matching set
XNN(ph,w) defined by (3):

XNN(ph,w) ={pR,v
i,j |argmin

pR,v
i,j

dist(ph,w, p
R,v
i,j ),

pR,v
i,j ∈ S(ph,w, I

R,v), v = 1 . . . Nr}
(3)

where dist(·) is the Euclidean distance between two patch
features. Afterwards, the computed matching set is used to
define the patch salience score as the distance to the k-th
nearest neighbour denoted by distk (k = αNr):

score(ph,w) = distk(XNN(ph,w)) (4)

and the saliency weight of ph,w:

S(ph,w) = 1− exp(−score(ph,w)2/σ2
0) (5)

where σ0 is a salient scores’ bandwidth parameter. Actually,
the higher the patch saliency weight, the more discriminative
it is. As achieved in [17], we set k = αNr with α = 1/2
in the salience learning scheme with an empirical assumption
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that a patch is considered to have a special appearance when
more than half of the people in the reference set do not
share similar patches with it. To build the saliency map, [17]
relies on high dimensional local dColorSIFT features (672
dimensions) to describe the patches. In this work, to reduce the
saliency extraction computation time, the stacking of the three
descriptors CN, CHS and 15-d is use as patch low-level feature,
that corresponds to a total size of 74 dimensions. Besides,
the patch-to-patch matching is computed via an approximate
nearest neighbour (ANN) algorithm (we use as ANN the
randomized best-bin-first KD-tree forest introduced in [67]).
In the saliency computation, for CUHK03 and Market-1501
datasets, one pedestrian image is picked from each camera and
the reference set is built from the training images belonging
to the other cameras.

2) Background noise elimination: In [2], the authors pro-
posed to separate the foreground from the background of the
pedestrian image, and that by using segmentation. However,
it was difficult to obtain an aligned bounding box, and an
accurate segmentation, especially in the presence of cluttered
backgrounds. This makes the extraction of reliable features
describing the person of interest hard. In this paper a simple
solution is proposed by employing a 2-D Gaussian template on
the pedestrian image, in order to remove the noisy background.
Inspired by [2, 3], the Gaussian function is defined by N(µxσ),
where µx is the mean value of the horizontal coordinates,
and σ is the standard deviation. We set µx to the image
center (µx = W/2) and σ = W/4. This method uses a prior
knowledge on the person position, which assumes that the
pedestrian lies in the image center. Therefore, the Gaussian
template works by weighting the locations near the vertical
image center with higher probabilities. This allows to discard
the noise surrounding person’s silhouette, and thus to keep
meaningful parts of the images and eliminate needless ones.
Explicitly, each patch ph,w is endowed with a Gaussian weight
G(ph,w), given by:

G(ph,w) = exp(−(w − µx)2/2σ2) (6)

3) Proposed Salient-Gaussian weighted BN (SGBN) encod-
ing method: BoSSA [52, 53] (Bag Of Statistical Sampling
Analysis) extends the BOW method, by applying a richer
pooling operation that robustly integrate the feature space
locality information. Specifically, a local histogram of B
bins is computed by quantifying the distances between each
visual word and the local features assigned to it. Toward this
end, the average number of cluster assigned features, whose
quantified distances fall into a given range, is counted. The
local histograms are then horizontally concatenated over all
visual words. The resulting vector is further l1 normalized
and combined with the traditional BOW histogram. BoSSA
is further extended to BN [53] replacing the l1 normalization
by the power-l2 one and the hard quantization by a soft one.
Hereinafter, the proposed adaptation of the BN representa-
tion for person re-ID is introduced. This adaptation consists
in weighting the classical representation by both Gaussian
and saliency weights. As explained in subsection III-C2, the
Gaussian weight is taken into account the spatial location of
the person in the image. Indeed, high Gaussian weights are
accorded for patches located nearby the center of the image
and low Gaussian weights are accorded for those that are far.

Regarding the saliency weighting, as described in subsection
III-C1, this latter one aims to emphasize the more discriminant
and significant parts in the image. For concise clarity, we
omit hereinafter the patch index (h,w) used in the previously
notation (subsections III-C1 and III-C2), that will be replaced
by i. Thus, the saliency and Gaussian weights of the image
patch pi are noted Si and Gi, respectively. Consider M local
descriptors di corresponding to the M patches pi of an image
I . The assignment ai,k of di to the k-th cluster, by the soft
BOW, is given by:

ai,k =
exp− βk × dis(di, ck)∑K

k′=1 exp− βk′ × dis(di, ck′)
(7)

where ck is its k-th closet codeword, dis(di, ck) the
Euclidean distance between ck and di, βk is a parameter
that regulates the softness of the assignment, i.e. the bigger
it is, the hardest is the assignment. In fact, βk varies for
each codeword ck. It is given by the standard deviation of
each cluster ck: βk = σ−2

k . In the traditional BoSSA, the
distribution of the feature-to-cluster assignments around each
visual word ck is computed by 1) discretizing, for each visual
word ck, each assignment ai,k (1 ≤ i ≤M) over B bins; and
2) computing the sum of assignments falling into each bin.
To enhance the BoSSA pooling and to adapt it to the case of
person re-ID, the sum of the assignments is weighted by the
Gaussian and saliency weights. Thus, for each visual word ck,
a local histogram f Ik is obtained where f Ik,b corresponds to the
weighted sum of the cluster assignments ai,k that fall into the
bth bin. Formally, f Ik can be expressed as follows:

f Ik,b =
∑
i

(Gi × Si × ai,k, di ∈ I and ai,k ∈ [r1, r2]) (8)

where

r1 = (vmin
k + s× b)

and

r2 = (vmin
k + s× (b+ 1))

b ∈ [0, . . . , B − 1], vmin
k and vmax

k limit the range of the
activated clusters’ weights ai,k over all descriptors di extracted
from the images of the learning set. The step s =

vmax
k −vmin

k

b
corresponds to the length of the bin. The final representation
is given by:

f I =
[[
f Ik,b
]
, ok
]

; (k, b) ∈ {1, . . . ,K} × {1, . . . , B} (9)

where ok corresponds to the Salient-Gaussian weighted
BOW histogram, and it is computed as depicted by the
following equation:

ok =

M∑
i=1

Gi × Si × ai,k (10)

f Ik,b and ok separately undergoes then a power-l2 nor-
malization. Indeed, the effect of power normalization is to
smooth the sum pooled histogram to avoid the bad influence
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of the frequent yet uninformative descriptors. The proposed
SGBN encoding is applied separately to the three low-level
descriptors: CN, CHS and 15-d descriptor with respective
dimensions.

D. Proposed Salient Weighted Gaussian FV (SGFV) Encoding
Method

In this paper, a rich extension of the traditional FV en-
coding method is proposed. It consists of the incorporation of
the Gaussian and saliency weights in the encoding process of
this latter. The construction of the proposed encoding starts,
as operated in the traditional FV, by (1) learning a Gaussian
Mixture model (GMM) model represented by K components,
on the local descriptors extracted from all training pedestrian
images, than by (2) computing the mixture weights, means,
and diagonal covariance of the GMM respectively denoted as
πk, µk, σk. In a further step, the traditional FV encoding is
weighted via both the saliency and Gaussian weights, as given
by the following equation:

uk =
1

M

M∑
i=1

Gi × Si × αk(di)

(
di − µk

σk

)
(11)

vk =
1

M

M∑
i=1

Gi × Si × αk(di)

(
(di − µk)2

σ2
k

− 1

)
(12)

where, αk(di) is the soft assignment weight of the i-th
descriptor di to the k-th Gaussian, Gi and Si are respectively
the Gaussian and the saliency weights. For each GMM compo-
nent, the sum-pooling operation aggregates the M descriptors
in the image, into a single encoded feature vector, given by
the concatenation of uk and vk for all K components:

FV = [u1 . . . uK , v1 . . . vK ] (13)

Finally, a power normalization is applied to each FV
component before normalizing them jointly. Note that, as
performed in SGBN, the proposed SGFV encoding is applied
separately to the three proposed low-level descriptors: CN,
CHS and 15-d descriptor.

1) Histogram computation based on pedestrian image par-
tition: In order to alleviate the misalignment caused by the
pose variations problem in the person’s images, appearance
modelling typically exploits part-based body models to take
into account the non-rigid shape of the human body and
treat the appearance of different body parts independently
[68, 69]. Inspired by these works, we propose to sub-divide
the pedestrian into a set of stripes. Since, the spatial infor-
mation of the horizontal y-axis exhibits greater intra-class
variance than the vertical x-axis due to viewpoint and pose
variations, we choose to divide the silhouette according to
the y-axis. Indeed, the image is split into Ns = 8 stripes
which is as shown in [3] a good compromise between accuracy
and efficiency. Each proposed histogram encoding method
(SGFV or SGBN) is applied separately in every single stripe.
Afterwards, histograms corresponding to each stripe are l2
normalized separately prior to stacking. As there are three
low-level descriptors (CN, CHS and 15-d) for each histogram
encoding method, six global histograms are obtained. Finally,
every global histogram is further l2 normalized to ensure the

linear separability of the data. The size of the final SGFV and
SGBN representations for each low-level feature is given by
[2×KSGFV × dimi ×Ns] and [×(B + 1)×KSGBN ×Ns],
respectively, where KSGFV and KSGBN stand for the code-
book size of SGFV and SGBN, respectively, Ns corresponds
to the total number of stripes, and dim1 = 11, dim2 = 48
and dim2 = 15 are the respective dimensions of CN, CHS
and 15-d descriptors.

2) Deep CNN features: The Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN) has achieved state-of-the-art accuracy a number of
vision tasks. In person re-ID, the majority of current CNN
methods uses a verification model [57]. This latter infers
positive image pairs and negative ones as input to the CNN,
owing to the lack of training data per pedestrian identity. How-
ever, the recognition accuracy is generally badly influenced
by the absence of the intra-class similarity and inter-class
dissimilarity information. In this paper, the ID-discriminative
Embedding (IDE) feature introduced in [61] is employed to
tackle the aforementioned problem of the verification model.
Specifically, CaffeNet [54] and ResNet-50 [70] are used to
train the CNN in classification mode. In the training phase,
images are resized to 227 × 227 pixels, and they are passed
to the CNN model, along with their respective identities.
The CaffeNet network contains five convolutional layers with
the same original architecture, two globally connected layers
each with 1, 024 neurons, and a fully connected classifier
layer. The number of neurons in the final fully connected
layer is defined by the number of training identities in each
dataset. The deep residual ResNet-50 network is constituted
by 5 convolutional blocks (conv1, conv2-x, conv3-x, conv4-x,
conv5-x) and a classifier block. The conv5-x block ends with
2048 convolutional filters of size 1×1 each one. We note that
the CNN model is pre-trained on ImageNet [54] dataset before
fine-tuning on the target dataset (all the CNN layer weights are
fine-tuned, while the classifier layer weights are trained from
scratch). In testing phase, 1024 and 2048 dimensional CNN
features are extracted, for each pedestrian image, throughout
the 7-th layer of CaffeNet and the conv5-x block of ResNet-
50, respectively. The CNN features are then subsequently l2
normalized.

E. Dissimilarity Computation

After the generation of the six global histograms based
on SGFV and SGBN, as well as the IDE feature, an XQDA
[16] distance is learned separately on each histogram, in a
supervised way. Next, the obtained distances are summed up
forming what we called the dissimilarity score, in order to
combine the corresponding histograms. Indeed, XQDA learns
a reduced subspace from the original training data, and at the
same time learns a distance function in the resulting subspace
for the dissimilarity measure. Once the distances are learned,
they are summed-up to derive the final dissimilarity function.
Given a probe, dissimilarity scores are assigned to all gallery
items. The gallery set is then ranked according to the dissim-
ilarity to the probe. XQDA metric learning is adopted in this
work, since it has shown good compromise between efficiency
and accuracy in many works [16, 35]. It is worth mentioning
that, as performed in [16], the eigenvectors corresponding to
the eigenvalues of S−1

w −Sb that are larger than 1 are selected
as subspace components, where Sw and Sb design the within
and the between scatter matrices, respectively.
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F. Multiple Queries

The usage of multiple queries is shown to yield superior
results in image search [71] and re-ID [2]. When each identity
has multiple queries in a single camera, they could be merged
into a single query. In this paper, the multiple queries problem
is reformulated to a one query problem, by applying average
pooling on each of the SGFV and SGBN related histograms
over the multiple queries. As for the IDE feature, max pooling
is used over the multiple queries. The resulting pooled vectors
are then used to perform the matching process with the probe
set. In this way, the intra-class variation is taken into account,
and the method will be more robust to pedestrian variations
over the gallery images.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Datasets

In this section, the proposed method is evaluated on two
challenging image benchmarks CUHK03 [37] and Market-
1501 [3]. These datasets are very challenging for the person
re-ID task because they contain many important variations
on viewpoints, poses, and illuminations; also their images
have low resolutions, with occlusions and background clutters.
Also, Market-1501 dataset is the largest person re-ID datasets
currently available for image-based, currently.

1) CUHK03 [37]: contains 13, 164 Deformable Part Model
(DPM) [71] bounding boxes, of 1, 467 different identities
of the training set. Each single identity is observed by two
different cameras and for each view, there are average 4.8
images, for each identity. We follow the experimentation
protocol in [3]. In fact, 100 persons are selected randomly
and for each person, all the DPM bounding boxes are taken
as queries in turns. Then, a cross camera search is performed.
The test process is repeated 20 times and then statistics are
reported.

2) Market-1501 [3]: contains 32, 643 fully annotated boxes
of 1501 pedestrians, making it among the largest image person
re-ID dataset to date. It is captured with 6 cameras placed in
front of a supermarket. This dataset contains 32, 643 bounding
boxes of 1501 identities. Each identity is captured by at most
6 cameras and at least 2. Even though images of the same
identity are captured by the same camera, they are distinct
and different. The dataset is randomly divided into training
and testing sets, containing 750 and 751 identities, respectively.
During testing, for each identity, one query image is selected in
each camera. The search is processed in a cross-camera mode,
i.e. images that belong to the same camera as the query are
discarded from the re-ID process. Note that there are 3, 368
queries in the gallery. Each identity may have multiple images
under each camera. We use the provided fixed training and
test set, under both the OneQ and MultiQ evaluation settings.
There are 19, 732 images used for testing and 12, 936 images
used for training.

B. Experimental Settings

– In this paper, a codebook of 256 GMM components
and 1, 000 visual words are used for SGFV and
SSGBN, respectively. This yields a good compromise
between accuracy and efficiency.

TABLE I. IMPACT OF THE VARIATION OF THE NUMBER OF BINS B ON
THE MARKET-1501 DATASET. NOTE THAT THE REPORTED RESULTS ARE

THOSE OF THE PROPOSED SGFV+SGBN+IDE(C) METHOD

B 2 3 4
r=1 (%) 80.45 81.86 81.31

mAP (%) 54.91 56.82 55.08

– For both SGFV and SGBN, the dimensionality of the
descriptors are reduced to 100 via PCA, since this
can effectively de-correlate the feature before their
introduction to the encoding step.

– The adjacency set for the saliency computation is
defined by l = 2, i.e three patches in the vertical
direction and all patches in the horizontal one, since
it allows a good localization of the matched patches.

– Unless otherwise stated, all results generated by our
proposed method are given for the supervision case
obtained by XQDA and the one query (OneQ) setting.

C. Evaluation Metrics

In this paper, the Cumulative Matching Characteristics
(CMC) curve is used in order to evaluate the performances
of the person re-ID methods for all datasets in this paper.
Every probe image is matched with every image in gallery,
and the rank of correct match is obtained. Rank-k recognition
rate is the expectation of correct match at rank-k, and the
cumulative values of recognition rate at all ranks, are recorded
as a one-trial CMC result. For Market-1501 dataset, there are
on average 14.8 cross-camera ground-truths for each single
query. Therefore, the mean average precision (mAP) is also
used in this paper in order to evaluate the performances. In
fact, for each query, the area under the Precision-Recall curve
called average precision (AP), is computed. Then, the mean
value of the APs of all queries (denoted mAP), is calculated
while taking into consideration both precision and recall, and
thus providing a more comprehensive evaluation.

D. Empirical Analysis of the Proposed Method

1) Impact of Bin quantization : Here, we investigate how
the re-ID performance is affected by the variation of the
numbers of bins. In fact, the number of bins determines the
compromise between accuracy and histogram size. The smaller
it is, the less the representation is accurate, but the faster it is.
Using a codebook of size 1, 000, the number of bins vary from
2 to 4. As shown in Table I, B = 3 produces a good trade-off
between the histogram size and the classification accuracy. For
all further experiments, the number of bins is set to B = 3.

2) Impact of the Gaussian and Saliency weights : As is
shown in Table II, both the Gaussian and saliency weights have
shown important improvements when applied to our work.
Indeed, when weighting the traditional FV and BN via the
Gaussian weight (GFV-U and GBN-U), the matching rates
considerably increase for both BN and FV, on all datasets.
This is due the elimination of the background noise effects
when applying the Gaussian mask. Furthermore, the saliency
weighting has a significant impact on the re-ID accuracy. This
proves the effectiveness of the saliency map in stressing the
identity uniqueness. Specially, we notice this improvement on
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TABLE II. IMPACT OF WEIGHTING AND SUPERVISION LEVEL ON THE
PROPOSED HISTOGRAM ENCODING METHODS. RESULTS (RANK-1
MATCHING RATE AND ON MAP) ARE REPORTED ON CUHK03 AND

MARKET-1501 DATASETS FOR DIFFERENT ENCODING METHODS, I.E.,
THE UNSUPERVISED PROPOSED FV (FV-U), GAUSSIAN WEIGHTED FV
(GFV-U), SALIENT-GAUSSIAN WEIGHTED FV (SGFV-U), SUPERVISED

SALIENT-GAUSSIAN WEIGHTED FV (SGFV), THE UNSUPERVISED
PROPOSED BN (BN-U), GAUSSIAN WEIGHTED BN (GBN-U),

SALIENT-GAUSSIAN WEIGHTED BN (SGBN-U) AND SUPERVISED
SALIENT-GAUSSIAN WEIGHTED BN (SGBN). THE COSINE DISTANCE IS

USED FOR THE UNSUPERVISED CASE

Methods CUHK03 Market-1501
r=1 mAP r=1 mAP

FV-U (OneQ) 31.83 32.78 42.02 17.98
FV-U (MultiQ) 35.85 37.25 50.82 24.21
GFV-U (OneQ) 35.61 37.08 49.92 23.22

GFV-U (MultiQ) 39.68 40.42 59.01 33.09
SGFV-U (OneQ) 39.84 41.08 57.81 31.28

SGFV-U (MultiQ) 44.19 45.17 66.02 41.06
SGFV (OneQ) 47.87 49.28 62.10 36.88

SGFV (MultiQ) 52.05 53.32 70.62 45.76

BN-U (OneQ) 30.58 32.12 40.63 17.70
BN-U (MuliQ) 34.85 36.71 49.14 23.52
GBN-U (OneQ) 34.37 36.77 48.26 22.83

GBN-U (MultiQ) 38.91 40.82 56.68 30.62
SGBN-U (OneQ) 38.58 40.38 56.84 30.88

SGBN-U (MultiQ) 42.67 44.79 65.15 39.17
SGBN (OneQ) 46.66 48.78 60.95 34.67

SGBN (MultiQ) 50.88 53.12 69.24 44.84

the results for all datasets. Indeed, results on mAP increase
from 32.78% and 17.98% to 37.08% and 23.22% for FV
and from 32.12% and 17.70% to 36.77% and 22.83% for
BN, when weighting our histograms via Gaussian weight; and
by +4.23% and +4.52% for FV and +3.61% and +8.05%
for BN, when adding the saliency weight, for CUHK03 and
Market-1501 datasets, respectively. Similarly the Gaussian
weight, the saliency weight remarkably improves the results
in both datasets (see Table II).

3) Impact of SGFV, SGBN and IDE combination : In
this paper, a rich multi-level representation is proposed by
the combining mid-level (SGFV and SGBN) and high-level
(IDE) features. Indeed, on one hand, the combination of the
two complementary histogram encoding methods SGFV and
SGBN shows good improvements in accuracy by reaching
54.83% and 68.74% at rank-1 matching rates, for CUHK03
and Market-1501 dataset, respectively (see Table III). This
achievement is due to the complementarity of these two en-
coding methods. In fact, SGBN takes into account the locality
in the feature space during pooling whereas SGFV produces
a more robust representation that reflect higher order statics
(the average first order (mean) and second order (standard
deviation) of the differences between the image local features
and every visual word). On another hand, while combining
these mid-level representations with the high-level descrip-
tors IDE(C) (learned on the CaffeNet dataset), the accuracy
increasingly rises to 61.06% and 74.88% at rank-1 for or
CUHK03 and Market-1501, respectively. When combining
with IDE(R) (learned on the ResNet-50 dataset), we achieve a
rank-1 matching rates of 72.12% and 81.61% on the respective
datasets.

4) Comparison with the state-of-the-art methods: The
comparison of the proposed methods with other state-of art
methods is detailed in Tables IV and V. The state-of-the-art
methods could be divided into two categories: high dimen-
sional descriptors based methods and local descriptors based

TABLE III. IMPACT OF THE COMBINATION OF THE CNN FEATURES
AND THE MID-LEVEL ONES. RESULTS (RANK-1 MATCHING RATE AND ON

MAP) ARE REPORTED ON CUHK03 AND MARKET-1501 DATASETS FOR
THE PROPOSED METHODS, I.E. SGFV+SGBN AND

SGFV+SGBN+IDE(C)

Methods CUHK03 Market-1501
r=1 mAP r=1 mAP

SGFV 47.87 49.28 62.10 36.88
SGBN 46.66 48.78 60.95 34.67

SGFV+SGBN 54.83 61.13 68.74 43.01
IDE (C) 58.91 64.92 57.72 35.95
IDE (R) 66.20 71.10 71.41 48.89

SGFV+SGBN+IDE (C) 61.06 69.01 74.88 52.72
SGFV+SGBN+IDE (R) 72.12 78.22 81.61 60.08

ones. We first compare our results with some methods based
on high dimensional global signatures such as LOMO [16].
Actually, we achieve for example on Market-1501 a rank-
1 matching rate of 62.10% for the proposed unsupervised
method SGFV-U and 60.95% for SGBN-U, versus and 26.07%
for LOMO. Although LOMO apply a higher dimensional
global descriptor (26, 960 dimensional descriptor for LOMO),
we obviously obtain better results. The same for CUHK03
and Market-1501 datasets). This is due to the fact that the
proposed representation is much richer then global descriptors
based ones, which are generally not enough sensitive to the
affine deformations and to the cross-view pose, illumination,
background changes, and space misalignment. Otherwise, the
category of methods based on local features can be divided
into two sub-categories: brute-force based methods [2, 16, 17]
and encoding histogram based ones [3, 4].

Indeed, the method outperforms SDALF [2], eSDC [17]
and LOMO [16] that rely on brute-force feature-feature match-
ing, are much more computational complex and in the same
time ensure lower results then the histogram encoding ones
(the proposed methods). As well, we experiment and compare
the proposed methods in the supervised and unsupervised case.
Therefore, we first compare the unsupervised proposed method
with some popular unsupervised methods in the person re-
ID field. In point of fact, it’s notably clear that the proposed
SGFV-U+SGBN-U achieve better results then this latter ones,
in both datasets. This is obviously due to the robust proposed
weighted encoding. In our earlier works [5, 6], we proposed
an unsupervised version of the weighted FV encoding for the
image-based person re identification task. [5] proposed a Gaus-
sian weighted encoding FV version with Retinex transform
and the combination of CN, CHS and 15-d low-level features,
while [6] introduced a salient weighted FV version with CN
and CHS features.

As shown in table (the unsupervised case), we considerably
outperform [5, 6]. This is due to the successful combination
of saliency and Gaussian weighting as well as the weighted
BN and FV encodings. Regarding the group of the super-
vised methods, i.e. for example SalMatch [18], BOW [3],
Improved Deep [36], Kissme (LOMO) [16], XQDA (LOMO)
[16], Metric Ensembles [41], etc.; the proposed supervised
method SGFV+SGBN outperforms these latter methods in
both CUHK03 and Market-1501 datasets (see Tables IV and
V).

Actually, compared to the cited supervised methods, we
proposed a robust weighted encoding scheme and projected
the proposed histograms on a learned discriminative NS. For
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TABLE IV. COMPARISON OF THE PROPOSED UNSUPERVISED METHODS (SGFV-U+SGBN-U) AND (SGFV-U+SGBN-U+IDE-U) WITH THE STATE OF
THE ART METHODS IN THE CASE OF UNSUPERVISED (FIRST TABLE PART), AND THE PROPOSED SUPERVISED METHODS (SGFV+SGBN) AND

(SGFV+SGBN+IDE) WITH THE SUPERVISED METHODS (SECOND TABLE PART), ON CUHK03 DATASET. NOTE THAT ’-’ MEANS THAT CORRESPONDING
RESULTS ARE NOT AVAILABLE

Methods CUHK03 (detected) CUHK03 (manual)
r=1 r=5 r=10 r=20 r=1 r=5 r=10 r=20

SDALF[2] 4.87 - - - 5.60 23.45 36.09 51.96
eSDC [17] 7.68 - - - 8.76 24.07 38.28 53.44
BOW [3] 22.95 - - - 24.33 58.42 71.28 84.91

TWFV [5] 35.26 48.23 62.86 81.22 - - - -
STWF [6] 32.54 46.12 54.23 70.81 - - - -

Ours (SGFV-U+SGBN-U) 37.58 50.02 63.91 82.13 40.83 53.95 65.86 85.12
Ours(SGFV-U+SGBN-U+IDE(C)-U) 46.11 58.31 70.77 88.11 49.77 61.85 72.41 91.62

Ours (SGFV+SBN+IDE(R)) 50.12 82.75 74.26 91.21 53.21 65.32 82.28 94.54
ITML [72] 5.14 - - - 5.53 18.89 39.96 44.20

LMNN [73] 6.25 - - - 7.29 21.00 32.06 48.94
KISSME [39] 11.70 - - - 14.17 41.12 54.89 70.09

XQDA(LOMO) [16] 52.20 82.23 92.14 96.25 46.25 78.90 88.55 94.25
NS(LOMO) [41] 53.70 83.05 93.00 94.80 58.90 85.60 92.45 96.30
NS(fusion)[41] 54.70 84.75 94.80 95.20 62.55 90.05 94.80 98.10

Metric Ensembles [74] - - - - 62.10 87.81 92.30 97.20
DeepReid [37] 19.89 50.00 64.00 78.50 20.65 51.50 66.50 80.00

Improved Deep [36] 44.96 76.01 83.47 93.15 54.74 86.50 93.88 98.10
FVdeepLDA [50] - - - - 62.23 89.95 92.73 97.55

PersonNet [57] - - - - 64.80 89.40 94.92 98.20
IDE(C)+XQDA[35] 58.90 - - - 61.70 - - -

IDE(C)+XQDA+re [35] 58.50 - - - 61.60 - - -
PIE (R) [55] 61.50 89.30 94.50 97.60 - - - -

Ours (SGFV+SGBN) 54.83 85.18 95.36 96.71 58.59 87.05 96.55 97.72
Ours (SGFV+SGBN+IDE(C)) 61.06 89.29 94.11 98.03 66.21 92.05 97.72 98.75
Ours (SGFV+SGBN+IDE(R)) 72.12 91.75 95.86 99.01 75.42 96.12 98.88 99.34

TABLE V. COMPARISON OF THE PROPOSED UNSUPERVISED
METHODS (SGFV-U+SGBN-U) AND (SGFV-U+SGBN-U+IDE-U) WITH

THE STATE OF THE ART METHODS IN THE CASE OF UNSUPERVISED
(FIRST TABLE PART), AND THE PROPOSED SUPERVISED METHODS AND

(SGFV+SGBN) AND (SGFV+SGBN+IDE) WITH THE SUPERVISED
METHODS (SECOND TABLE PART), ON THE MARKET-1501 DATASET

Methods OneQ MultiQ
r=1 mAP r=1 mAP

SDALF [2] 20.53 8.20 - -
eSDC [17] 33.54 13.54 - -
BOW [3] 34.40 14.10 42.14 19.20

LOMO [16] 26.07 7.75 - -
TWFV [5] 49.64 23.01 57.51 29.32

STWFV [6] 54.45 24.73 59.15 27.93
Ours (SGFV-U+SGBN-U) 60.63 35.33 68.48 42.17

Ours(SGFV-U+SGBN-U+IDE(C)-U) 66.26 40.82 74.75 48.02
Ours(SGFV-U+SGBN-U+IDE(R)-U) 72.37 46.91 80.42 54.96

ITML(BOW) [3] 38.21 17.05 - -
KISSME(BOW) [3] 44.42 20.76 - -

KISSME(LOMO) [16] 40.50 19.02 - -
XQDA(LOMO) [16] 43.79 22.22 54.13 28.41
kLDFA(LOMO) [16] 51.37 24.43 52.67 27.36
MFA(LOMO) [16] 45.67 18.24 - -
NS(LOMO) [41] 55.43 29.87 67.96 41.89
NS(fusion) [41] 61.02 35.68 71.56 46.03
PersonNet [57] 37.21 18.57 - -

FVdeepLDA [50] 48.15 29.94 - -
NS-CNN [7] 59.56 34.44 69.95 44.82

IDE(C)+XQDA[35] 57.72 35.95 - -
IDE(C)+XQDA+re [35] 61.25 46.79 - -

SCNN [58] 65.88 39.55 76.04 48.45
SOMAnet [59] 73.87 47.89 81.29 56.98

PIE(R) [55] 79.33 55.95 - -
Ours(SGFV+SGBN) 68.74 42.41 76.61 49.81

Ours(SGFV+SGBN+IDE(C)) 74.88 48.62 81.86 56.82
Ours(SGFV+SGBN+IDE(R)) 81.61 58.88 87.78 64.88

example, although XQDA (LOMO) method [16] applies a
higher dimensional global descriptor and also uses a sophisti-
cated metric learning (XQDA), we obtain better results (for
example: r1=54.83% for SGFV+SGBN versus 52.20% for
XQDA(LOMO) on CUHK03 dataset). Also, when comparing
to NS(fusion) [8], we achieve much better matching rates
results (for example: r1=68.74% for SGFB+SGBN versus

55.43% and 61.02% for NS(LOMO) and NS(fusion) on
Market-1501) while both methods learn a discriminative NS.

In spite of that, the proposed complementary representation
(SGFB+SGBN) achieves better results on both datasets. Also,
(SGFV+SGBN+IDE(C)) highly outperforms all the supervised
methods. Naturally, the proposed multi-level representation is
much richer and meaningful than the descriptor one, so the
explanation. As well, when compared to the deep learning
methods [7, 35, 36, 37, 50, 55, 57, 58, 59] on Market-1501 and
CUHK03 datasets, the proposed method achieves better re-ID
rates without needing neither data augmentation nor drop out
or GPU computing.

Indeed, the proposed method SGFV+SGBN+IDE(C) con-
siderably outperforms most deep learning based methods on
both datasets, by achieving for example, a rank-1 match-
ing rate of 61.06% versus 19.89%, 44.96% and 58.90%
for [36, 37] and [35], respectively, on CUHK03. Moreover,
we similarly achieve on Market-1501 a mAP of 48.62%
versus 18.57%, 29.94%, 34.44%, 35.95% and 39.55%, re-
spectively for [7, 35, 50, 57, 58]; and 58.88% for the
proposed SGFV+SGBN+IDE(R) versus 55.95% for PIE(R)
[55], for example. We also remarkably achieve a higher
result (mAp=48.62%) than IDE(C)+XQDA+re [35] that is
based on the powerful and effective re-ranking approach
(mAP=56.79%).

With respect to PersonNet [57], we notice that the improve-
ment of the proposed method is most significant in the chal-
lenging Market-1501 dataset. This proves the the robustness of
our method due to the rich proposed multi-level representation.
From this point, we also deduct that deep learning methods
are prone over-fitting. To tackle this problem, drop out and
data augmentation are used. Besides, training is carried out by
GPU implementation to cope with the massive deep learning
computations.
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V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a new approach based on multi-level feature
representation is proposed. Mid-level features are generated by
weighting two complementary histogram encoding methods:
FV and BN, with saliency and Gaussian weights. This intro-
duces a robust extension of the traditional histogram encoding
methods to the person re-ID field. More specifically, Gaussian
and saliency weights respectively remove background clutters
surrounding the person silhouette and, emphasize the most
distinctive regions in the person images in order to highlight
the uniqueness of each pedestrian. As high-level features, the
IDE deep CNN feature is computed over a classification mode
CNN. Finally, the well-performing XQDA metric learning
is learned on the top of the resulting representations. The
experimental results demonstrate the good performances of the
proposed method. In future research, the investigation of more
sophisticated deep CNN architectures is conceivable. Also, it
seems to be interesting to further explore the motion cues in the
video-based person re-ID task. Moreover, re-ranking methods
could be considered in future work in order to take profit more
adequately of the rich similarity context.
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